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Council: Orange 

Delegate: Richard Pearson 

Venue: Orange Ex-Services Club 

Date: 4 February 2016 

Time: 4pm 

 

Facilitator: It’s time to get underway.  Thank you very much, my name is **** and my role 

is to help to facilitate today’s proceedings and to keep things moving smoothly 

and efficiently.  Before we proceed with the formal part of this inquiry session, 

I’d just remind people of the need to register at the front door, at the front desk 5 

near the door and to sign in at that point and also if people are speaking to 

receive a number for that purpose.  We would also ask people to please either 

turn of your mobile phones or at very least time them to silent.  I had the 

ability to check mine before I said that so I’m okay.   

Just in terms of the mechanics of today, just about toilets and so on.  The 10 

ladies and men’s toilets are located to my left through the double glass doors 

over here and if there does happen to be an emergency situation, please exit 

via the several exit doors.  So please leave by those doors and the gathering 

point – so find your way downstairs – and the gathering point is in front of the 

church, the lawn section of the church which is down towards the end of the 15 

street.  It’s my pleasure now to introduce Richard Pearson, the Delegate who 

will formally open today’s public inquiry session and take you through the 

public inquiry process.  Thank you.   

Delegate: Hello everyone.  Richard Pearson is my name.  I am the delegate who is 

dealing with this – not the delicate as it sort of sounded there – the delegate 20 

who is dealing with this matter so I have been referred to this particular 

merger proposal by the Chief Executive of the Office of Local Government 

and I will just run through briefly what my role is and what I am expecting out 

of today and I guess what your role is today in talking to this formal public 

inquiry under section 263 of the Local Government Act.   25 

Before I start I would just like to begin by acknowledging the original 

custodians and their ancestors of the land on which this public inquiry is 

taking place and also to pay my respects to elders past and present.  So this 

public inquiry is - - - 

**** Excuse me, this gentleman her has got a hearing aid and he can only just 30 

hear you.   

Facilitator: Yeah.  I’ve just asked for the volume to be turned out.   

**** No.  No.  If you moved it a bit closer.   
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Delegate: Hello, yeah.  This is better, forget that one.  Okay.  Everyone hear okay? Very 

good.  Okay.  So as I have already mentioned, we are conducting this inquiry 

in accordance with section 263 of the Local Government Act so it’s a formal 

process as part of consideration of this merger proposal and as everyone will 

know, the merger proposal is between Blayney, Cabonne and Orange 5 

Councils.  That’s the proposal that’s been put forward by the Minister for 

Local Government.  The main purpose of this inquiry is to provide members of 

the public with an opportunity to provide their views to me.  So it’s not a 

question and answer session.  It’s your opportunity to tell me what you think 

about the merger proposal.  There are further details available on that 10 
website, the Council boundary review website.   

I will just put the map up of the area but I think probably all you people know 

this as well, better than me.  The Blayney Shire Council is at the bottom right 

hand corner of that map.  You have Orange Council in the sort of right hand 

side in the centre there and then Cabonne Shire Council wrapping round 15 

Orange Council.  So they are the 3 Councils that the Minister for Local 

Government has put forward this merger proposal in relation to.   

Just to clarify my role today.  It’s about examining and reporting on their 

proposal.  My role is an impartial one, I am not for this proposal, I am not 

against this proposal.  I am here to assess it.  I am here to hear what the 20 

community’s views are and here to hear what the Council’s views are.  

Ultimately I need to form a view on it whether to recommend it to the Minister 

or not, but today I am here to hear your views.   

So in accordance with the role, I am conducting this public inquiry today.  One 

in Molong tomorrow and one this morning in Blayney.  There is a call for 25 

written submissions which close on the 28th February and then I have to 

prepare a report in accordance with what I call the factors under section 263 

of the Local Government Act and I will run through these because it’s quite 

important that people appreciate these are the matters I have to turn my mind 

to during reporting on this proposal.   30 

So there are the factors.  So I need to consider the financial advantages or 

disadvantages of the proposal.  I need to consider interests of community of 

interest.  How does this proposal impact on the community of interest? What 

are the existing historical and traditional values in the area and how does the 

proposal impact on them? What is the attitude of residents and ratepayers to 35 

the proposal? And obviously this public inquiry and the written submissions 

process is a key way for me to be able to access that information.  

Requirements of the area in relation to elected representation.  How do 

people feel it will affect their ability to gain access to the decision makers in 

the community? Next page.  Impact of the proposal on what is the core 40 

business of Councils – delivering services and facilities for their communities? 

And will it make it better? Will it make it the same or will it make it worse? 

These are the things that I have to turn my mind to.  What is the impact of 

employment of staff by Council, there are protections under the Local 

Government Act in relation to retrenchment of staff of Councils? But what are 45 

the impacts of this proposal? What is the impact on rural communities? Those 
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rural communities within Orange, within Blayney and within Cabonne.  The 

need to ensure that the opinions of diverse communities is considered.  Not 

everyone has the same view on this matter.  It’s important to hear the range 

of views that are out there and any other factors relevant to my consideration 

of the matter.   5 

I guess the purpose of putting those factors up is to just be clear that they are 

the things that I have to address when I am considering this proposal and 

when I am writing my report at the end of the period.  So it’s very useful if 

people can reflect on those issues when making their submissions or when 

addressing this public inquiry.  I have to make recommendations based on 10 
fact of evidence.  So what is the impact of all those factors from an 

evidentiary point of view? This is the purpose of the public inquiry.   

So next slide.  So at the conclusion of the examination process I prepare a 

report as I have said.  It goes to the Minister for Local Government and it 

goes to the Boundaries Commission at the same time.  I am not the 15 

Boundaries Commission, a few people in Blayney kept thinking I was.  I am 

not the Boundaries Commission I am the delegate of the Chief Executive of 

the Office of Local Government.  That’s quite a mouthful I know but the 

Boundaries Commission has a separate distinct role and they will review my 

report.  They will provide their own report or their own comments to the 20 

Minister for Local Government.  So ultimately then the Minister for Local 

Government will consider my report together with comments from the 

Boundaries Commission and may or may not decide to proceed with the 

proposal.  If he does he refers it to the Governor of New South Wales and 

that can be either as per the proposal that is out there for consideration now 25 

or with amendments or modifications.  But they can’t be modifications such 

that it becomes a whole new proposal.  They have to be not of a significant 

nature.   

Next slide please.  I have already touched on this role today but I am here to 

listen to you and you won’t find between me speaking now and speaking at 30 

the end that I am going to say a whole lot.  It’s really about hearing what you 

have to say and then to consider that along with other material gathered 

throughout the examination process, including written submissions – and I 

would again stress the importance of putting written submissions together as 

well – in preparing my final report.  Look I just don’t have the power today to 35 

resolve specific issues.  This is about hearing your views.  It’s not a question 

and answer.  It’s not a complaints resolution process today.  This is an 

exchange of information from you.   

And the submissions process – final slide – is, as I have already covered, 

closes on 28th February.  So there’s still several weeks to go.  Submissions 40 

are encouraged to focus on those factors that I mentioned.  And then my final 

report and all those submissions, unless you request otherwise, as well as a 

recording of today’s proceedings will be made available on the website so you 

will be able to see what I have recommended.  You will be able to see what 

other people have said about it in their submissions and you will be able to 45 
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see, and if you want, to listen back to the 3 hours of this public meeting.  It will 

all be there for you at the end of the reporting period.   

So that’s an outline of my role today.  **** will cover it in a little more detail but 

just – today – we haven’t got a massive number of speakers at this point in 

time but of course people can come throughout the course of the next 2 and a 5 

half/3 hours.  We do need to put a time limit on people.  We will make that 5 

minutes and please you will get a call at 4 minutes to wrap up within in a 

minute and please try to do that.  Orange Council will speak first and as the 

elected representatives of the area they will get 10 minutes or so to put their 

views forward.  And after that we will deal with speakers roughly in the order 10 
of registration, although some people have requested earlier or later spots 

depending on commitments that they have.  So we will try to accommodate 

that where we can.  And look if we do wrap up a bit earlier and it’s possible 

and other people who haven’t registered to speak want to speak, we will try 

and accommodate that as well and if you do, just let the girls up the back 15 

perhaps know at this point in time or as we get through this.   

I think that’s the main thing, I will just let **** talk about a couple of other 

matters and then it’s really up to you guys.  Council first and then community 

representatives to have their say.  So thank you very much and I hope to 

enjoy the next 2 and half hours of hearing from you.  Thank you very much.   20 

Facilitator: Thank you very much Richard.  Just a few points about procedure to be 

followed.  First of all, we are required to comply with the time which is 4pm to 

7pm today.  So we will move through with those times.  A reminder also that 

people attending need to have signed in at the desk at the back.  And also the 

registered speakers must also sign in and be given a speaker number.  As 25 

Richard said, the first speaker will be a representative of Orange City Council.  

I will then call – before that person speaks – I will call the next 3 speakers 

forward and we have some seats over here on your left.  They seem an awful 

long way away but that’s the waiting area for the next groups of speakers and 

we will just keep people rolling through 3 at a time.  It is important to comply 30 

with the time limits as has been mentioned.  So you have got 5 minutes.  

There’s a bell at 4 minutes.  A sign at that stage also for the speaker which 

says 1 minute to go and then another bell at the 5 minute point.   

We ask that people speak to the Delegate.  They are after all making 

submissions to the Delegate.  We also ask them to speak into the 35 

microphone, provide their name and the Council areas in which they reside 

and if relevant, the organisation they represent.  Just a point also that all 

submissions will be considered in detail by the Delegate, not just the verbal 

submissions today but the written submissions that are received by 28th 

February as well.   40 

In terms of behaviour, obviously people can be quite passionate about these 

matters.  We do ask that people observe good protocols of behaviour and 

there is to be no name calling or casting aspersions on people’s character 

and the like.   
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The other point that needs to be made is that obviously we are recording 

today.  So just in terms of privacy, if you are a speaker and you do not wish to 

be recorded then you need to not speak because all speakers will be 

recorded and as Richard has said, the speeches and/or the transcripts will be 

available on the website.  So if you don’t wish to have your voice recorded 5 

then unfortunately you can’t speak.  The other point is that again with the 

privacy matter, apart from the media for whom special arrangements have 

been made, it’s not possible for other people to record through audio, video or 

photograph, the recordings of this inquiry without the prior approval of the 

Delegate, Richard and I understand that there is no such request been made 10 
nor answers given.  So with that, I would like to call on the representative 

from Orange City Council, please come forward, and whilst he is doing that, 

can I ask please for speakers 2, 3 and 4 to occupy the seats down on your 

left, thank you.   

Garry Styles My name is Garry Styles.  I am a resident of the Orange LGA.  I am also the 15 

Orange Council General Manager and I am providing some comments on 

behalf of Council.  Thank you for the opportunity to present today.  These 

comments are fairly brief given timeframes but they will be followed up by a 

detailed submission that deals with all the heads of consideration for the 

determination.  As we all know, the NSW government’s got a merger proposal 20 

out there.  I guess my presentation in part will provide some background 

perspective of how Orange Council got to where it’s at in terms of supporting 

a proposed merger and then dealing briefly with the heads of consideration.   

So NSW government embarked upon reform put in place by the Independent 

Local Government Panel.  That panel found that Orange should be either a 25 

Council in a joint organisation or merged with Cabonne and/or Blayney.  

Arising from that we undertook a merger proposal assessment 

[indecipherable] from the New South Wales Government and that was with 

Cabonne Council.  Blayney Council declined to participate.  Cabonne at the 

end of that resolved to stand alone and consequently Orange Council put 30 

forward a standalone proposal after that.  Following on from that was the Fit 

for the Future process that IPART handled.  We again submitted a standalone 

proposal and we quite comfortably showed that we could stand alone.  The 

IPART assessment however found that we were unfit, along with Cabonne 

and Blayney and along with 60% of NSW Councils.  However, it found that we 35 

were unfit in relation to scale and capacity, not sustainability or financial 

criteria.  The key part of this was that the proposal Orange Council put 

forward did not show greater savings than what otherwise would have been 

achieved through the merger case that IPART had identified.  The savings we 

are talking about amount to about .  8% of the operating revenue of the 40 

Councils.  Having said that, it’s abundantly clear to Orange City Council of the 

NSW Government’s somewhat strong gender of reform.  The fact that we are 

talking about merger proposals being referred to the Boundaries Commission 

delegates is a testament to this.  Being an unfit Council presents, particularly 

over the long term, quite a share of issues.  Access to money, streamlined 45 

processes, preference for grant, funding programs and the like.  It’s been 

made clear that NSW government was seeking a response to that 

[indecipherable] better the outcome of their modelling and given both their 
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carrot and stick approach, that has been persuasive for Orange City Council, 

and on 17th November the majority of Councillors resolved to submit a 

preference to merge with Blayney and Cabonne.   

Having done that, Council has regularly put forward some concerns.  Key 

amongst these concerns is the reliance on self-assessment data, particularly 5 

to do with assets.  And if that turns out to be highly varied, the impact that will 

have on the merged Council and particularly I guess the rubber sheeting to 

make it all work which could result in subsidiaries from other areas.  Orange 

Council has completed a comprehensive asset logging and modelling process 

and having done that, the value of that sort of assessment is central to any 10 
sort of proper view about how to establish a new Council to go forward.  We 

put it that that would be an essential component were a merger to occur.   

Moving on to the heads of consideration, the financial advantages and 

disadvantages.  The merger proposal put forward is very high level 

assessment and suggests a total financial benefit of $49 million over 20 years 15 

when you include the NSW government funding.  The model does however 

contain quite a number of assumptions and could go gangbusters or could be 

very, very, difficult, depending on how those assumptions fall.  So without 

detailed analysis it’s very difficult to give a firm quantum of what the savings 

might be.  There could well be other benefits that emerge upon a closer look 20 

and it could deliver very, very, strongly for the community.  However, there is 

an element of risk associated with the assumptions made.   

The next head of consideration is the community of interest and geographic 

cohesion.  Orange City Council acknowledges the community of interest that 

exists between the 3 Councils.  The independent Local Government panel 25 

suggested that growth in the area would largely arise from growth in the 

Orange economic base.  Travel to work statistics published by the ABS also 

indicate significant community of interest.  It may be possible to look at older 

mergers that occurred two years back or even further to see how the 

geographic cohesion and community of interest works.  Were a merger to 30 

occur, the opportunity exists in the building of the new merged entity to 

strengthen the community of interest and geographic cohesion.   

The attitude of the residents and ratepayers of the areas concerned.  Each of 

the 3 Councils has sought input from their communities.  Residents in parts of 

Cabonne particularly have been most vocal about their opposition to the NSW 35 

government’s proposal to merge.  Additionally, in other parts of Cabonne the 

merger is supported.  In Orange, prior to submitting its response to the IPART 

report, Council had a public meeting with 13 attendees.  An online survey 

conducted by Orange City Council saw 277 visitors and 27 responses.  In 

approaching the merger, while acknowledging concerns and attitudes, I guess 40 

building a well performing Council would over time help to allay concerns and 

improve attitude and community sentiment.  Were the merger to occur, it 

would be the task of the new organisation to bring forward and make the most 

of the opportunities that the new Council brings.   
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The next head of consideration is the requirement of the area concerned in 

relation to elected representation.  The merger proposal that’s been put 

forward has taken a view of having 12 Councillors which is equivalent to the 

maximum number of constituent Councillors.  Having had the experience with 

Orange City Council, we have got over 40 committees.  I guess in that 5 

framework, the forecast of quite a workload, were a merger to occur, for the 

Councillors.  That ought to be consideration.  The ratio of electors per 

Councillor in this circumstance will affect Orange much the same as it will 

Blayney and Cabonne, with proportionately fewer Councillors, whether it’s 

Wards or open voting that’s adopted.   10 

The next head of consideration is the impact of any relevant proposal on the 

ability of the Councils of the areas concerned to provide adequate, equitable 

and appropriate services and facilities.  A key issue that we have identified in 

looking at this is eventually undertake an assessment of the levels of service 

in each area and an assessment of the sustainability of the service.  Equally 15 

there will be a need to look at where there are service gaps that the new 

entity will need to deliver into.  A view of sustaining and building on existing 

service levels is favoured while seeking improvements for growth, 

procurement, productivity and some grant acquisition to deliver service in 

consultation with the community and the stakeholders.  During this process 20 

there has been a clear message from the Councillors of Orange City Council 

that they are not keen to see a gross subsidy of something occur from one 

area to another but there will need to be a process by which the new 

operating program of any merged Council get to a position of equity.  A big 

challenge in that will be if the current rating models don’t deliver the expected 25 

levels of service.  Because at the same time, any new entity is going to need 

to achieve a sustainable operation.  As mentioned earlier, communication and 

consultation will be key in meeting those challenges.   

The next head of consideration relates to the staff of the Councils in the 

areas.  As mentioned before, there is provisions in the Local Government Act 30 

that protect the level of employment in the 3 Councils.  For most staff, 

excluding senior staff, there can be no enforced redundancies for 3 years.  

There is further protection for towns with populations of less than 5000.  This 

is a very human part of trying to make a new entity transition together.  So 

there needs to be careful consideration and a high commitment approach with 35 

the staff, along with the review of salary systems and terms and conditions 

across the new organisation.  It’s going to take a few years to harmonise 

salary systems and other HR systems.  Fortunately, no-one says you have to 

snap your fingers straight away and cut to what might be the long-term 

structure.  You are going to have a bit of time and while that’s happening, 40 

there will be a number of other dynamic things happen.  As predicted in the 

assessment and as we’ve experienced there will be growth.  There will be 

natural attrition of staff.  There will be opportunities for process improvement 

and to seek more and more grants.  And the melting point of all that will help 

you adaptively head through the transition and minimise other impacts.  45 

Additionally, with a larger entity, it will provide greater opportunity for staff, I 

guess in personal development and career development.   
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The impact on any relevant proposal on rural communities in the areas 

concerned is the next head of consideration.  The Orange City Council area 

has by comparison to Blayney and Cabonne a small but in our view equally 

important rural component.  As mentioned earlier, the approach of the 

[indecipherable] was sustaining and when possible building our existing 5 

service levels along with proper communication and consultation to be 

essential in this element or this head of consideration.  And seeing how the 3 

Councils have very different approaches to rural rates, harmonising rural 

rates over time will present itself as a challenge.   

The next head of consideration.  The desirability or otherwise of dividing the 10 
resulting 4 areas into Wards.  This is particularly the case given the 

prescribed process under the Local Government Act where at every election 

you have to re-pass how the Wards work for want of a better word.  An 

element of establishing Wards is the number of electors per Councillor and as 

mentioned earlier, that impacts on Orange as well because obviously with 15 

greater population and greater area and the same number of Councillors, the 

spread is thinner.  So we will provide greater detail around our views on 

whether Wards or open voting.  However, we have forecast some concerns 

around Wards.   

The next head of consideration is the need to ensure that the opinions of 20 

each of the diverse communities of the resulting area are effectively 

represented.  Equity in representation has been an issue of interest 

throughout the whole debate and throughout the whole consideration.  

Orange would contribute around 70% of the residential rate revenue at 65% 

of the business rate revenue.  Additionally, the asset base that comes from 25 

Orange City Council into the community is around 62% of the estimated $1.2 

billion worth of assets.  Along with that, as Orange currently sits it would be 

around two thirds of the population base and provides a degree of support to 

other areas in jobs and services.  So, the challenge through this for Orange 

will be to see equity in representation given the significance of the 30 

contribution, while still seeing a full and workable new entity arise.  We aren’t 

providing comments on the other factors at this point in time.  However, we 

will do when we put the submission in.   

Delegate: Excellent, thank you Garry.   

Facilitator: Speaker number 2 please.   35 

John Davis: Thank you very much for being here today.  My name is John Davis.  I am the 

Mayor of the City of Orange.  However, I would like to speak as a Councillor 

and a ratepayer.  In regards to these proposed mergers and amalgamations, I 

was certainly at the conference in Sydney a number of months ago.  I have 

go to say that when the Premier put up the proposal and the Minister spoke 40 

as well, we were in no doubt that there was going to be an amalgamation 

program unless something came out of left field that was going to happen.  I 

thought from my point of view it was very, very, positive from the point of view 

of – and I’m talking about Orange and also the proposed amalgamation with 

the two neighbouring Councils.  In the Orange example for example, there 45 
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you have got a situation where our competitors are Dubbo and Bathurst who 

have both had amalgamations in the last 5 and 15 years.  We have got a 

situation now where with Cabonne and Blayney and Orange we are 

approximately in excess of 60,000 people.  We operate as a regional base 

anyway.  We certainly have a better business and better business area than 5 

both Dubbo and Bathurst.  But it was certainly made very clear by the Premier 

that there were advantages being bigger in a regional basis.  I mean Federal 

and State governments we all know, if you are in Local Government, we all 

know that Federal and State governments want to deal with regional areas to 

get better bang for their buck and there is no doubt about that.  I mean I 10 
would be quite amazed that in 30 years of being in Local Government – and I 

was part of it – all the Councils were going to the State and Federal 

governments and saying “We’re broke, we have got no money, please give us 

more money” and as soon amalgamations come up, guess what, we are all 

sustainable.  We’re not broke at all but the fact is, on a serious note, is over 15 

the last 30-40 years there’s been less money coming from Federal and States 

through the Federal system to the Local Government and we are under 

pressure.  It is enormous pressure as is the State and that push from the 

Federal government is putting enormous pressure right through the line.  Now 

for the last 40 years, local Councils have been saying through their 20 

representations, their organisations and associations that “we cannot 

survive”.  We cannot keep this up, it gets to a limit where you can put up the 

rates on ratepayers, they cannot in my opinion – I am one of the few that for 

example do not believe that rate pegging should disappear because you can 

take rate pegging off but the person, the ordinary punter in the street cannot 25 

afford more money, so how are we going to fix it? It’s a case of mergers or 

amalgamations to get a better financial plan in regards to getting better 

services to our communities with the same sort of money or less.  Because in 

the next 40 years – and the problem is – that Councils and Councillors are not 

understanding the fact that we are under more pressure, it’s not going to – the 30 
first resolution that comes up at Local Government is to get in touch with the 

State and Federal government, resolution 1, we want the funding to go back 

to the old days.  Well guess what, I’ve got bad news for everybody, that’s not 

going to happen.  Now, the fact is that while we are under this pressure we 

have got a situation where we can fix it.  In the case of Orange, Cabonne and 35 

Blayney we have got 60,000 people plus.  It’s absolutely fantastic compared 

to Dubbo and Bathurst but we are not getting the benefit of a combined 

organisation.  We should be able to go to the State government for example 

and say this is a project that involves the three Council areas and I am very 

positive that moneys will come in regards to the fact that it’s a bigger area, a 40 

bigger co-operative and we can do it.   

In regards to representation I don’t think – I mean the good example was 

Bathurst, it took over Evans, low and behold the first Mayor was out of the 

Evans Council, shock horror.  The fact is that if you have got Councillors– and 

bear in mind if you have got 12 Councillors you need 7 to make the decision, 45 

so you know, there’s no good having one person at Carcoar for example and 

saying I am going to look after Carcoar.  He’s got to have 6 mates.  So the 

best Councillors should get on and I think that’s the way to go.  In regards to 
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other factors I just think that we should be positive and I think the results will 

come.  Thank you.   

Delegate: Thank you very much.   

Facilitator: Yes, number 3.   

**** Good afternoon Mr Pearson, my name is **** and I am a Blayney ratepayer.  I 5 

am currently involved in writing a submission with a number of other 

ratepayers in the Eastern part of the area.  Particularly rural ratepayers that 

do have some concerns with the current structure and are in favour of this 

merger of the 3 Councils.  So I will focus today on my situation.  I live on a 

road, Spring Terrace Road, 7 and half kilometres – and I have 3 Councils on 10 

that road.  Orange City at the T intersection, Cabonne for 4 kilometres and 

then I live in the remaining 3 and half kilometres which is Blayney Shire.  

Potholes? I have got to ring 3 Councils to try and get that road fixed.  In 

spring of this year after a fair bit of winter rain in September I rang the 3 

Councils.  Sadly, my own Council took 8 working days to get there.  I just 15 

don’t think that they are able to sustain a performance.  I take my hat off to 

the Council and I see the Mayor is here today, that Blayney Shire is looking at 

the merger option because they just don’t have the scale and the operation.  

Cabonne did get there within a day, Orange City in a couple of days to get 

those roads repaired.  But, the problem was, with our road, it leads to a major 20 

gravel quarry and Orange City upgraded their airport a couple of years ago, 

extended the runway, needed 10s of thousands of tonnes of gravel that came 

past our place and wrecked our road.  Destroyed our road.  Orange City didn’t 

put in a cent towards fixing it.  Both Cabonne and Blayney Councils had to put 

in the money to fix it up and then there was still some problems with that road.  25 

Realistically a regional Council would have to look after that road and so it 

would have to actually input into the production and with the upgrade of the 

airport it would have to take [indecipherable] in its project costs.   

There are a number of other issues with my road having 3 Local Government 

areas.  If I go South the speed limit is 100kms, if I come North it’s 80kms.  30 

Realistically the Councils aren’t talking to each other.  That’s Blayney and 

Cabonne.  School zones, I don’t have flashing lights when I come off my road 

into a school which is at the end of my road in Cabonne but Orange City looks 

after the road outside the school.  There are a number of other issues with the 

road.  I have contacted Cabonne, even though I am not a ratepayer, I have to 35 

contact Cabonne to try and get the parts of the road fixed and I have had a lot 

of trouble in getting Cabonne.  They keep not understanding the issues 

because of where they are based.  They don’t understand the Eastern part of 

the region.  We also have an issue with the school bus for example and the 

turning Council.  My Council can’t afford by the looks of it to actually provide a 40 

turning circle for the school bus so it illegally turns each day, twice a day to 

get back to Millthorpe School.  A regional Council is needed I believe to try 

and sort out some of these issues, just with my local road.  We do have the 

region as a whole – and I really believe that my local Council is trying very 

hard to operate under its limited funding resources and it’s really come to the 45 

realisation that it does need to merge.  I hope though that if we do go ahead 
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with the merger that the cost savings are passed back to those smaller 

communities as well as City of Orange.  So the villages like Millthorpe, like 

Blayney, like Molong, like Canowindra etc.  do receive a large proportion of 

those savings if they are there and hopefully they are, as well as the capital 

requirements that the State government is providing.  So in your 5 

recommendations, I certainly hope that you make a recommendation that a 

proportion and hopefully you can guarantee a proportion or percentage that 

actually can be given back to those individual Councils or to the Council areas 

under the merger.  And also those Councils that are working to try and make 

this merger happen, that they are recognised in any outcomes and if there is 10 
any form of administration put in, that they do have a large say in the 

operation of how this new Council will look.   

Delegate: Thank you very much.   

Facilitator: Could I now ask speakers 5, 6 and 8 to occupy the waiting chairs as speaker 

number 4 comes forward.   15 

**** **** Orange ratepayer, resident of Cabonne.  Today I will simply focus on two 

issues I see as fundamental.  Community interest and equity of 

representation.  The argument made in this proposal as to common 

communities of interest is based on geographical connection only.  This 

ignores the fundamentals of what communities are.  I do empathise with 20 

those here today on the fringes of Council boundaries.  However, written 

submissions will detail why on a cost benefit analysis the proposed forced 

amalgamation of these 3 entire LGAs with distinctly different communities of 

interest, realistically has no economic, social or environmental merit.  

However, I understand why Orange City Council can hardly contain its 25 

excitement.  Given the disproportionate disadvantage to Cabonne and the 

blatant inconsistencies in approach across the State, I can also understand 

why so many in Cabonne are concerned and even angry.  As a ratepayer of 

Orange for the past 16 years I have to say I am pretty satisfied with the level 

of services Orange delivers.  We have a city Council that specialises in 30 

delivery of the services expected of a regional city.  I grew up and went to 

school at Canowindra, I have lived and worked in Canberra, Sydney and 

London.  For the past 23 years I have chosen to live on our family farm in 

Molong.  I have loved everywhere I have lived but the social connectivity and 

support you get in small rural communities is quite different.  Things move a 35 

lot more slowly sometimes and while there is geographical isolation, the 

people are engaged and care.  The proportionate attendance at public 

meetings on community issues compared to the those in Orange is testament 

to this.  Down to earth common sense is the norm.  What doesn’t work and 

ends up costly and counter-production is so called outsiders walking in and 40 

telling them that they know what’s best.  I have seen this many times over the 

years.  These are the things that we all appreciate and learn to work with and 

not against.  Cabonne Council has evolved to play a pivotal supporting role in 

creating an identity for its rural communities.  Its Councillors are from across 

the region.  They don’t represent any political parties or aim to make a name 45 

for themselves on a high profile political stage.  They and the Cabonne staff 

live in and understand their communities.  They understand the conservative 
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nature of their ratepayers and they understand the services that are required 

and what can be practically delivered across the whole area.  Their 

communities know and trust them.  Over a 10 year period a community group 

known and the Hub Action Group struggled with Orange City Council to 

achieve some sort of environmental justice for the rural communities centred 5 

around Molong.  I, and many others, witnessed firsthand the win at all costs 

attitude and inability of a city-centric Council to enter into open and 

constructive discussions with its rural neighbours or those who challenge 

them.  Of course the Minister’s argument is that we will be creating something 

new here, so the approach will be different.  If only the facts supported that.  10 
Whichever way Mr Toole tries to cut it, based on the numbers, Cabonne 

residents will be lucky to get a representative on the proposed new Council.  

At best it will get two.  And I do note that Bathurst City Council currently has 

no Councillors representing the former Evan Shire Council.  The majority will 

be derived from the relatively highly concentrated population base of Orange.  15 

What incentive will that majority have to vote with a minority to spend 

$100,000 to fix a crossing at [indecipherable] Creek that a handful of people 

use but cannot survive without.  What incentive will they have to listen to a 

small community group in Cudal who were asking for support to co-ordinate a 

bus for the elderly to Cumnock to connect the other village communities.  The 20 

introduction of award systems solves nothing and entrenches parochialism.  

Australian political history at all levels has shown that these types of systems 

are unsustainable.  The representation structure for the current LGAs actually 

works.  For example, if you analyse a map with the last election results for 

Cabonne Council they are evenly spread across the whole 6,000 square 25 

kilometres.  What is proposed is destruction of that model and destruction of 

equitable effective grass roots representation.  The resulting marginalisation 

of whole communities in the name of scale and capacity is saying, “People 

don’t matter”.  Based on this document prepared by the Minister’s office, 

scale and capacity is apparently the key to success.  For nearly 30 years I 30 
have worked for one of the world’s top global law firms.  I see scale and 

capacity working every day.  Scale and capacity can be achieved in many 

ways but what I know is that nothing is achieved unless you specialise.  We 

don’t specialise.  We don’t deliver resources to where they are needed and it 

ends up costing us a lot more.  We currently have specialised local Councils 35 

which know the needs of their own distinctly different communities.  They will 

each prove to be financially fit for the future.  While they should strive to co-

operate, they should be left to get on with the job of Local Government.   

Delegate: Thank you.  Thank you very much.   

Facilitator: Speaker number 5.   40 

**** Hello Mr Pearson.  My name’s ****.  I am a farmer and a ratepayer in 

Cabonne.  The Local Government system is broken and no better exemplified 

than in the situation we have in the East of Cabonne Council.  The farmers of 

Cabonne are having their financial life-blood siphoned by an inequitable and 

unfair rating system which in effect has turned into an assets test.  We pay 45 

$22,000 per annum.  Enough money to pay the rates for 40-50 business in 

Molong.  They receive all the services Council provide.  For the exorbitant 
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amount we pay, we receive a potholed road along which I slash a six 

kilometre double frontage and spray the noxious weeds.  If we were farming 

within the Orange City Council boundary our rate bill would be $9,360 per 

annum.  $11,000 difference.  Payment to the Local Government area which 

provides most of our amenities, Orange City.  This rural rate unfairness is not 5 

unique to Cabonne.  All over NSW and indeed Australia, farmers are being 

forced to subsidise their residences and businesses in villages, towns and 

cities.  I understand the situation for farmers is worse in Wellington and mid-

West Council.  It must not be allowed to continue if society care about food 

production and the maintenance of the rural landscape we all appreciate.  I 10 
stress again, it is grossly unfair to expect those who receive the smallest 

service from their Council to be slugged with these ridiculous financial 

demands from uncaring Local Governments.  The situation may not improve 

with Council amalgamations but the light needs to be shone on farmland 

rating Australia-wide.  The farming community is an easy target.  Often large 15 

in assets but small in numbers.  To expect any small business to pay these 

high levels of rates will and is undermining the ability of farm businesses to 

remain profitable.  I have had numerous meetings with Cabonne Mayors and 

general managers over 5 years to try and address this situation.  To adjust 

the ad valorem rate.  To investigate the capita maximum rates.  To look at the 20 

creation of different rating categories.  Despite promises to look at the 

problem, nothing has been done.  At one point I wrote personally to all 

Cabonne Councillors regarding these issues and received one reply.  The last 

thing I want to see are rural communities lose their identity and fair 

representation under amalgamation.  I empathise with the arguments 25 

mounted by the people of Molong but surely any fair minded person can see 

that clobbering the farming sector to death is not the answer to keeping the 

rural Councils financially viable.  Thank you.   

Delegate: Thank you very much.   

Facilitator: Speaker number 6.   30 

**** My name is ****.  I run an orchard in Nashdale.  **** virtually said it all.  I have 

only got just a couple of things to say.  I’ve got a 24 tonne truck and during 

the harvest now, I’ve got to drive from my place back through Orange, back 

through a built-up area, a 50k zone to get to the Cargo Roads.  I can’t go the 

shortest way because it’s all overgrown with trees and you’ve got to drive on 35 

the wrong side of the road.  We have asked Council to clean that up and 

nothing gets done.  And just a second point.  We get no services.  The only 

service we are getting is the odd fire that gets patched up.   

Delegate: ****, for my benefit is this in Cabonne or Orange? Cabonne? 

**** I’m in Cabonne.   40 

Delegate: Cabonne.  Okay. 

**** I have got a photo here – rough surface.  It’s on Cargo Road.  It’s been there 

for a minimum of 7 years.  The rough surface is still there.  When you come in 

from the Western side, you become a passenger in the truck, it just follows 
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the ruts.  So I think an amalgamation we might be better off.  We can’t get any 

worse than what we are, at least in Cabonne.  Thank you.   

Delegate: Thank you very much, thanks ****.   

Facilitator: As speaker number 8 comes forward could I please invite speakers 9, 11 and 

12 to come up by the waiting chairs, thank you.   5 

**** Good afternoon everyone and Mr Pearson.  My name is ****.  I speak as a 

resident and ratepayer in Orange and as a ratepayer in Cabonne.  Our NSW 

governments have always declared how important de-centralisation is and I 

presume that that is still a very important policy.  However, I would then like to 

know why mergers are even being considered.  Orange City Council should 10 

be left to stand alone as should Cabonne Council.  Orange is a city.  It is 

urban.  Whereas Cabonne is a rural Council with 10 villages.  These two 

Local Government areas have a completely different geographical structure 

and have a different social, economic and cultural focus on the point of 

financial management and that emphasises these differences between the 15 

two Local Government areas.  Orange City Council’s projects are 

unfortunately over time and over budget on many occasions.  For example, 

when a contractor goes broke or when another contractor couldn’t correctly 

measure the length of the new swimming pool it was constructing.  Orange 

Council is now acting as a developer and borrowing more money and Orange 20 

has some of the highest rates in NSW.  Comparing the debt level between 

Cabonne and Orange, Orange City Council has debt of over $400 per person.  

Cabonne Council, financially well-managed, has a debt of 22 cents per 

person.  Why should these two Councils be merged? The government has 

also recommended sharing agreements amongst Councils during this 25 

process.  Does it already realise that Cabonne, Wellington and Blayney have 

had such a system in place for 12 years and this has saved so much money.  

I would like to see this continue and save the cost of a merger.  I would now 

like to compare some road situations.  Orange City Council’s roads are 

unfortunately again the laughing stock of the city and the surrounding areas.  30 

Some wag a few years ago wrote Birdsville Track on a northern distributor 

sign.  Cabonne has to manage over 2,000 kilometres of road and has actually 

been planning carefully and implementing a plan to repair and maintain the 

many bridges it has.  We all realise that maintaining roads is a basic service 

that everyone desires and it is very difficult to deliver it perfectly, but Cabonne 35 

is really trying very hard.  I therefore fear what will happen with a merger, with 

levels of debt and with poor roads if Orange’s Council is responsible for their 

maintenance.  The other point I would make.  What about our democratic 

rights of representation? In a merger with Orange, Cabonne and Blayney, 

residents will lose representation.  The local will disappear from Local 40 

Government.  I was involved as a Councillor some years ago and people 

voted for me because I was a local representative and they all knew that I had 

to drive on the local roads and through the villages on the way to Council 

meetings.  I knew the people and had the opportunity to listen to them and 

understand problems.  Yesterday I visited an elderly resident of Orange, 45 

someone who grew up in a rural area nearby.  She has just had two heart 

operations in Sydney and is still in hospital in Orange but she wanted to be 
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here this afternoon because she feels so strongly about forced 

amalgamations.  She is frail at present, but as an astute, experienced and 

informed citizen has still written a submission from her hospital bed which I 

would like to present to you.   

Delegate: Thank you ****.   5 

**** She would have liked to be present this afternoon but obviously it would have 

involved an ambulance trip.   

Delegate: I think she was better to do it this way yeah, so good.   

**** I feel very strongly that Orange should be left to stand alone and continue its 

city habits.  I therefore implore you to recommend that Cabonne Council, a 10 
financial successful community based Council with democratic and fair 

representation not be merged with the City of Orange.   

Delegate: Thank you very much ****.   

Facilitator: Before I ask the next speaker to come forward, if there are any other people 

who have registered to speak but haven’t yet informed the staff at the back of 15 

the hall, can you please do so.  I now invite speaker number 9.   

**** My name’s ****.  I’d better talk to you.   

Delegate: 50/50’s fine.   

**** I was at Cabonne Shire Council 30 years ago so I suppose I am not really 

relevant any more but my old man was before me too and between us we did 20 

12 years on the Local Government in Molong.  I am a ratepayer in Orange 

these days through no fault of our own, I would still rather be out in the bush.  

I am just here to listen to that the few people from Orange that are interested 

in this are going to have to say today.  Most of them couldn’t care less I don’t 

think.  I would say most of them are pretty pleased to know what’s the $40 25 

million that Cabonne have got tucked away when it comes to Orange.  That’s 

essentially their main interest.  This problem that we are facing today goes 

back to when Cabonne was formed out of Canobolas Shire, Boree and 

Molong.  This problem, and I can understand **** and the boys out on the 

Eastern side who have got a problem.  Cabonne was badly designed to be 30 
made to come right around Orange in those days and we are trying to fix it up 

now with this amalgamation of the whole of Cabonne Shire to fix up the 

problem that should have been fixed up and I came here today thinking this 

was a Boundaries Commission Hearing and my suggestion was that they 

change a few of those little boundaries that are out there and maybe 35 

everyone’s happy.  The poor people out at Yeoval and the other side, they 

don’t want to be part of Orange City Council run by a heap of people that 

don’t know anything about their issues.  A stroke of a pen and a bit of an 

alteration can let these people become part of Orange or another alternative, 

make Orange city smaller and let them go to Blayney.  No-one’s thought of 40 

that but to my way of thinking it’s wrong that a little town, small town, country 

rural based Council which works.  Happy, no politics involved – all the time I 
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was there I wouldn’t have known whether the fellow next to me – how he 

voted.  We never went like that.  We worked as a group and everyone 

represented each other’s town.  It was lovely.  I really enjoyed it.  But all I do 

is read the papers here about bickering and carrying on in Orange, which has 

a fair bit of politics involved.  I think rural people don’t need to be involved in 5 

that.  As I say, just get the South and the East side – if you need to, if we are 

going to be forced to amalgamate – and I am dead against that – but it would 

be simpler to adjust the boundaries in some cases to make the thing work 

better for it.   

I was on the joint bushfire group with Orange City Council 30 years ago and 10 
that didn’t work, and now bushfires are a big monster so that has to work but 

in those days that all fell apart because we couldn’t get on with Orange City 

Council.  And I fear that there’s going to be such a difference in ideology and 

the people of Cabonne are so against coming in and being involved with the 

people of Orange that I hold grave doubts about it being successful.  Sorry 15 

sir, I haven’t been addressing you quite enough.   

Delegate: That’s all right.   

**** My concern also is this, how are we going to get a vote out there? We are 

going to have to go back to the Ward system otherwise the people out there 

at Cabonne are hardly going to get a look in.  And the other thing I want to 20 

say, I am not going to go on like **** about potholes but I am out on the 

corner out – my rural property is out here and I have got 600 acres in 

Cabonne Shire and I’ve got 12,4500 acres in Wellington and I am only 20k 

out of Orange.  No-one wants Wellington.  They’re a bloody basket case, no-

one wants them.  Why don’t you get a bit of Wellington and put it into 25 

Cabonne and make it even more viable as a rural rate paying group and 

leave the rest of us alone.  Orange are going along all right, they can build 

their swimming pools and their sporting stadiums and all the rest of it, they 

love doing all that but we just want basic services and we want it to continue 

in the happy manner that we receive it now.  Good luck with your deliberation 30 

and I am looking forward to hearing what the people at Cabonne tell you 

tomorrow.   

Delegate: Thank you ****.  Thanks.   

Facilitator: Speaker number 11.   

**** Good afternoon, my name’s **** and I live in Emu Swamp which is Cabonne 35 

Council Shire.  We actually live 10 kilometres from Orange.  We live 50 

kilometres from Molong and we are actually closer to Bathurst than we are to 

Molong.  Actually, we are in the Eastern part of Cabonne which is sometimes 

known as the forgotten Cabonne.  What I am going to describe to you now is 

not a Monty Python sketch, it’s how things work out our way.  We pay rates to 40 

Cabonne Council with little in the way of return.  The roads repair is minimal 

and we have no garbage service.  Should we wish to take our rubbish to the 

dump we can either go 50 kilometres to Molong or we go 10 kilometres to the 

Orange dump where they charge us extra because of the Orange ratepayers 

and that really hurts.  When we talk about infrastructure, the infrastructure we 45 
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use and most of the people of Cabonne use, is paid for by Orange Council.  

We use the Orange roads to get to the Orange car parks to the Orange 

shops.  We use the Orange parks, the Orange sporting fields, the Orange 

Botanical Gardens, the Orange Airport.  But we pay absolutely nothing 

towards construction or the maintenance of this infrastructure.   5 

Now when it comes to voting – and someone mentioned a democratic 

process – we have this interesting case where we, in Cabonne, vote for 

Cabonne Councillors.  And Cabonne Council decisions have very little impact 

in our life in Eastern Cabonne, very little.  The only impact they really have is 

when they raise their rates.  The people who do make a big difference to our 10 
lifestyle are the Orange Councillors, because they make big decisions like 

where the new [indecipherable] strip is going; what’s going to happen with 

Highland Heritage heliport.  These are big decisions.  These are made by 

Orange Councillors and we have no say in their election.  And guess what, 

this is where the Monty Python bit comes in.  When we go to vote for the 15 

Cabonne Councillors, where do we go to vote? Right here in the middle of 

Orange, I kid you not.   

I would also like to talk about infrastructure.  Someone talked about having 

efficiencies with sharing.  Orange have a big works depot in Orange City – 

which is fair enough, they have got all the gear for maintenance and road 20 

maintenance etc.  And guess what, Cabonne Council also have a works 

depot in Orange.  So why are we not sharing – Cabonne and Orange not 

sharing their maintenance equipment.  And even better than that, when the 

blokes in Cabonne Council come to do any work, they can’t do any work for 

10ks out of Orange – not because they are lazy buggers, it’s because that’s 25 

not their area.  That’s Orange.  So whether it be slashing or spraying the 

roads, they have to go 10ks out of town before they can then start work.  So 

don’t talk about efficiencies.   

Now I will give you another idea of how good the system works in Eastern 

Cabonne.  We went to put a DA in for a house on own property.  Now do we 30 

come here to Orange to put our DA in? No, we go through Orange, another 

50ks to Molong.  As we went through Orange, we waved to Orange Council 

workers, you know, saying “we would love to join you but we can’t”.  We go 

through Orange out to Molong.  It took us a while because we had to stop at 

the Driver Reviver.  Went out there the people were very nice.  We then drive 35 

another 50k back waving as we go past.  And then two weeks later the poor 

old bloody building inspector comes out to have a look at the job – where 

does he come from, Molong.  Once again he comes from Molong, through 

Orange, out to Eastern Cabonne to have a look at the job.  I don’t think he 

waved when he went past the Council chambers.   40 

Anyway, just to summarise the situation further.  This is how ridiculous it is.  

So we vote for Cabonne Councillors who have no impact on our lives.  We 

don’t vote for the Orange Councillors who have a big impact on our lives.  We 

pay rates to Cabonne Council and get very little in return and all the return we 

get for infrastructure and facilities comes from Orange Council which is paid 45 

for by the Orange taxpayer, the ratepayer I should say.  If I was an Orange 
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ratepayer I would be up in arms because they are subsidising us.  Eastern 

Cabonne is subsidising the rest of Cabonne.  Orange city ratepayers are 

subsidising us in Eastern Cabonne.  It’s just a crazy system and I think in the 

interests of (a) common sense and (b) financial fairness and equity, the 

Councils should be amalgamated.  Thank you.   5 

Delegate: Thank you ****.  Thank you very much.   

Facilitator: As speaker number 12 comes forward, could I please invite speakers 14, 17 

and 18 to occupy the waiting chairs.  Thank you.   

**** I am ****.  I live in Millthorpe.  I am a Blayney ratepayer and I was at your 

meeting in Blayney this morning so I heard what people had to say.  I am 10 

quite sure that your report, though you are not allowed to take a poll, take a 

vote on anything, will show the company in Blayney was overwhelmingly 

against this proposal.  What is feared by the people in the smaller Council 

areas is a loss of identity, a loss of representation and fears of centralised 

government and big bucks simply rolling over the top of their interests.  Now 15 

it’s not just a question of a sidewalk in Orange getting the money when a road 

is needed in Millthorpe.  Okay.  That’s the kind of thing that it comes down to 

though, is as it’s concentrated in the centre, less and less consideration is 

given to the people outside the centre and it is a very real fear.  Now in my 

view the only way that this amalgamation can work is by an introduction of 20 

award system so that people everywhere have a Councillor who is 

responsible for their particular service delivery and their area.  In determining 

these Wards, you should not have consideration purely for sort of a bums on 

seats approach.  It should have more to do with the needs of the area, the 

amount of infrastructure that has to be maintained, community of interest and 25 

the other thing – it’s easy to see that a thousand people in a couple of blocks 

in Orange, don’t actually need the same kind of services as a thousand 

people occupying a few hundred square kilometres in the back lots of Blayney 

or Molong.  So I hope that the one thing that comes out of this report of yours 

is that the new dispensation has to strengthen and guard the representation 30 

of the people in the outlying areas.  Make sure that they still count when 

deliberations are in progress in Orange or wherever.  I believe that the Mayor 

should not be popularly elected because that’s simply an invitation to political 

parties to get involved.  I believe that there should be very many fewer 

Councillors – I was very relieved to hear there is a recommendation of 12.  35 

You will be familiar with the works of Professor Parkinson of fame, 

Parkinson’s Law.  He claims and he had evidence to prove it, that the 

maximum effective size of committee was 12 and if committees got much 

bigger than that they stopped functioning and all the work was done by sub-

committees outside and the committee just ticked things off.  You must have 40 

seen this in the public service.  If we are going to have a Council which 

actually works as a Council – deliberates, looks at the evidence, makes 

decisions – then there’s got to be just a few of them.  And they have got to be 

made up of people who are accountable, directly accountable, to voters who 

have put them on that Council and who expect them to deliver results.   45 
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Finally, I would like to say that bigger is not always best.  I don’t know 

whether you have been out to Millthorpe, Mr Delegate?  

Delegate: I have been there.  I have been to Millthorpe.   

**** If you get the chance, go to the museum.  You will see what a real museum 

looks like.  Now Orange has – I believe they got $8 million – and they built a 5 

museum we are told.  They haven’t.  They have built a token museum with a 

coffee shop and an information centre.  It cost a fortune and it’s not a 

museum and it never will be.  A real museum, you have got to go to 

Millthorpe.  It’s been built and staffed entirely by volunteers.  It cost the 

Government very little.  There have been grants.  Arcadia Mine has been very 10 
generous and others too.  But a centralised bureaucracy, a command and 

control approach, is not necessarily the solution for a rural community.   

Delegate: Thank you very much ****.   

Facilitator: Next speaker, number 14.   

Andrew Gee: As you are aware, my name is Andrew Gee, I am the State member for the 15 

Orange electorate, which includes the Orange and Cabonne Local 

Government areas.  I live in Orange Local Government area.  Mr Pearson, 

the LGA of Blayney is situated in the Bathurst electorate and I do not speak 

on behalf of Blayney residents.  If Orange and Blayney Councils which to 

form a voluntary union that is a matter for them.  My comments today are 20 

directly related to the proposed merger of Cabonne Council with Orange.  I 

should state at the outset that I accept that there are differing views in this 

debate as you would expect in a democratic society.  There are even differing 

views within each affected Local Government area.  However, all views need 

to be respected and it goes without saying that the right to hold and express 25 

those views should be respected as well.  I have consulted widely across all 

of the communities of the electorate.  I have attended public meetings, rallies 

and even party meetings where this topic has been discussed and debated 

and I believe that I have a very clear idea about where the public sentiment 

lies on this issue.  It is the smaller communities of Cabonne who feel 30 

particularly strongly about opposing this merger.  The amount of 

correspondence I have received supporting this proposal – one letter and one 

email – is dwarfed by the amount of correspondence I have received against 

it.  The communities opposing the merger include Cumnock, Molong, Yeoval, 

Cudal, Canowindra and Eugowra.  They are communities of the heartland of 35 

this State and country and one of the reasons I am a national party member is 

to give a voice to country communities who otherwise would not be heard.   

I now turn to the reasons for opposing a merger involving Cabonne.  Firstly, 

there is no imperative to do so.  Cabonne is not on its knees financially and 

no person or tribunal has ever been able to show that it is.  Cabonne has 40 

been assessed as being financial fit for the future by IPART.  Yet despite this 

many Councils, 11 in total, who were deemed financially unfit, have escaped 

the spectre of amalgamations.  Cabonne has a sustainable and growing 

population, well above the 10,000 head standard that was used by IPART in 

its assessment.  IPART’s own assessment found that Cabonne had a 45 
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population of 13,200 in 2011 and an estimated population of 16,450 in 2031.  

Yet many Councils with populations well below Cabonne’s have escaped the 

spectre of amalgamation.  12 Councils found to be unfit based on scale and 

capacity are not being forced to merge.  In total 23 so called unfit Councils 

have escaped merger plans.  It’s this issue of inconsistency that looms large 5 

in the minds of many residents of Cabonne.   

The purported savings of a merger are questionable.  I will set out in my 

written submissions these questionable aspects of the KPMG analysis.  

Suffice to say the list is a growing one and the savings do not appear to be as 

large as has been suggested.   10 

Job loss is another serious issue for the communities of Cabonne.  The 

Council is one of the major employers in the region with approximately 180 

people spread all over the Cabonne LGA, including 50 in Cudal, 80 in Molong 

and 11 in Canowindra.   

Loss of representation is a major issue for the communities of Cabonne.  The 15 

ratio of residents to elected Councillors would increase dramatically under a 

merger, which in the case of Cabonne would rise from 1148 to 5218.  The 

communities of Cabonne are also greatly concerned about the potential 

rationalisation or degradation of their community facilities.  28 of which rely 

upon community members to operate.  They include pools, community halls 20 

and museums.  Orange has some of the highest residential and business 

rates in NSW for its class of Council and the communities of Cabonne do not 

only fear rate rises but fear they will be paying for the completion of large 

projects that they have never had any input into.  In terms of ****’s comments 

regarding rural rates, I agree, rural rates across NSW are too high.  The 25 

communities of Cabonne are interested in a service sharing or alliance model.  

There are many different forms this could take but one form is to create a 

separate entity that would be responsible for the delivery of certain services 

and the employment of related personnel, with each Council sending 

representatives to administer the new body yet each remaining as a 30 

standalone Council.  You can call this a federation style model or a county 

Council model and it’s not the only alliance model, but the communities of 

Cabonne wish this to be considered.   

The last matter I raised is that I requested that pursuant to section 265(1) of 

the Local Government Act that polling be conducted on this matter.   35 

In conclusion, can I say that one of the constant themes of this amalgamation 

progress is small country communities being worried about their futures and 

being frustrated that no-one speaks for them.  Well I will speak for them and I 

will continue to speak for them and I commend these submissions to you, Mr 

Pearson.   40 

Delegate: Thank you.   

Facilitator: Can I call the next speaker, number 17.   
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**** Thank you Mr Pearson, ladies and gentlemen.  **** is my name.  I am a third 

generation **** that has lived on Sunnyview, Spring Terrace, over a period of 

90 years.  And I can say we’ve lived out of Orange but we were part of the 

Canobolas Shire for years and as such Orange used to be called Orange and 

District.  The district was Canobolas and that’s how it’s been but I must say 5 

the 3 generations of the ****s have made quite a contribution to Orange and 

as such obviously that’s my home town.  I have been to boarding school and 

I’ve been to university and one of my many nicknames and my favourite ones, 

they used to call me Orange.  So I’m pretty passionate about Orange I might 

say.  Now we formed a group of East Cabonne ratepayers back in about 10 
2011.  When it became evident – it’s funny about farmers, they don’t like 

talking about their rates, that’s a pretty private sort of thing to talk about rates 

– but anyway, when we found out what a difference a boundary fence makes 

or a road we started to become concerned.  When you have got someone 

that’s paying $22,000 on one side of the fence and on the other side 15 

someone’s paying less than half that.  In my area I have got a neighbour 

down the road, and I live in an area that’s about 3 kilometres wide, so I am in 

close contact with Blayney and I am in close contact with Orange but I must 

say I have had little or nothing to do with Cabonne because they have 

forgotten us completely out there.  But I did notice they came and fixed my 20 

potholes today and I thought that must have been quite significant actually 

because they made sure that I was sweet with them today.  But the facts are - 

as far as Orange is concerned, and they say the rates are high in Orange.  

When you look at Orange, Orange ratepayers.  Orange has some of the best 

facilities of any regional centre in NSW.  Who’s got 3 golf courses for god’s 25 

sake and who’s got all the good playing fields and the only thing that is 

missing in Orange, and the Council have been dragging their feet, is over the 

showground.  And let’s face it, the showground is used by Cabonne farmers.  

So you would think that Cabonne would be ready to sort of contribute, but 

they never do.   30 

Getting back to our case.  We put up a case and I have got the submission 

we took down to State parliament and we put it in and nothing has happened 

for 5 years.  So it’s pleasing to have something here.   

But in conclusion, I know a lot of you people and by the look of you, you are 

not far of it, is that today, like me, I’ve had my better days and I am just 35 

getting to that point now where my contribution’s going to go quiet.  But the 

fact is in Orange you people – look at our hospital for example and what’s 

been the advantages of regionalisation where you have big hospitals, you 

have the airport, you are happy.  And some of you people thankfully won’t 

have to go to Sydney for your final days because the Government is putting in 40 

some of these facilities in regional centres and that’s the advantage of having 

bigger regional centres.  And I know that the Premier and the Minister should 

be congratulated for what they are trying to achieve and that’s cost 

efficiencies by concentrating all the major facilities that people use in regional 

centres.   45 

Delegate: Thank you very much.  Thanks ****.   
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Facilitator: As speaker number 18 comes forward could I please ask speakers 19, 20 

and 21 to make their way to the waiting chairs.   

Reg Kidd: Thanks very much, I have known **** all my life and by gee that’s the saddest 

I have felt all day Bill.  My name is Reg Kidd, I am a Councillor with Orange 

City Council and have been for 25 years and I have also been a Mayor of 5 

Orange.  I go back 5 generations in this area, my grandparents from the 

[indecipherable] and the Ophir goldfields.  Can I just say at the beginning, I 

think this is one of the saddest days that I have seen in the last year because 

I think we live in a fantastic part of NSW and its operated fairly efficiently.  

There are always little things that will happen and you will never ever have all 10 
the ratepayers happy at any one time.  There’s always something going 

wrong: a pothole, a barking dog, a chook too loud, “our pool hasn’t opened on 

time”, all sorts of things.   

In addressing some of the issues for the heads of consideration.  Look I went 

through the KMPG report and so forth and what really concerns me at the 15 

moment is the inaccuracies that have come forward.  In a report that we paid 

millions of dollars for, to have a $7 million mistake made out of Dubbo.  

Secondly to say that there were 15,400 residences in Wellington and in 

Dubbo is a huge mistake.  So how can you have any confidence as a 

Councillor, representing ratepayers, in what we are actually doing.   20 

Now why aren’t there many people actually from Orange here.  Because we 

have not had proper community engagement or consultation herein Orange.  

There was one meeting, quite a few months ago.  There hasn’t been much 

media about it, there has been not much factual information go about what 

this really entails and what it’s actually about.  And when you get into a bigger 25 

city like Orange or Dubbo or Bathurst – I think a comment I heard am I right 

here was that they don’t care and that’s quite true, because they have got all 

these facilities around them but do you think that they are all happy? No they 

are not.  Ask them what they think of our roads, footpaths, curbs and gutters.  

Ask them about a whole range of issues and that would be common across 30 

the State so that’s unfair.   

Looking in the report about amalgamations – which I am not for forced 

amalgamations.  I am not for arranged marriages or forced marriages either.  

But I am for voluntary boundary adjustments and voluntary ways of working 

together and we can do that.  If there was a trust between Cabonne and 35 

Orange and we could get into a room and discuss the boundary and perhaps 

adjustments.  And I understand the people on the Eastern, side their 

frustrations, I really do.  I really do.  But, I also understand the people in 

Cudal, where my wife and her family are from, and Molong and Cumnock and 

looking at their heritage, their traditions, what they have got and what they 40 

actually do.   

Now with the rates argument, again the emotional debate about “This is going 

to make a difference to people’s rates and they are going to go down”.  Well I 

have been a Councillor for 25 years and I have fought for 25 years to get the 

rates to come down.  I have been totally unsuccessful.  I do not know one 45 
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Council in Australia that’s ever reduced their rates.  If anyone could come and 

show me who has reduced their rates, please do so.  And we have got to 

remember there’s different ways that they work out their rates.  In an 

amalgamated Council there will be a change of the rating.  And what will 

happen, the real rate within Orange will go up.  All the rates of the people in 5 

Cabonne will go up and we’d have to use that rate basing to provide the 

services that we actually do.  I do not accept this argument [indecipherable] 

and their reasons that, ‘oh well, Cabonne people come to Orange and you 

know they don’t pay the rates’.  Well I go to Sydney a lot and go to Canberra.  

Does that mean there should be a tollgate because I go down there to the 10 
theatre or I go down there to the football.  Services that we have within our 

towns and cities I believe are for all of us.  To get away from that parochialism 

“this is ours and that’s yours”.  So I think in this whole exercise, I think there 

needs to be far better engagement and communication with the ratepayers.  

There has to be a lot more transparency in what’s actually happening.  Get 15 

away from the emotional debate and get people in.  With the number of 

Councillors they’ll go and put it up again.  We don’t need 12 Councillors, 9.   

**** 6.   

Reg Kidd: There you go.  Well I’ll come down to 6.  I would say 9.  But Bathurst Council 

– a reasonable Council operates on 9 and it’s quite true what someone said 20 

earlier.  Everyone uses the thing ‘oh it’ll work, I’ll have representation’.  For 

one term only Oberon was represented on the Bathurst Regional Council, 

there is not one representative there now.   

I will be putting in a submission for 28th of this month and I would hope that 

between now and then that our Council and Cabonne Council have more 25 

community forums, to get some of the ideas of the people.  I believe that 

there is a place for boundary adjustments in this and the confusion out there 

at the moment and why a lot of people are not here, a lot of them think it’s 

about boundary adjustments.  They don’t even realise what we are talking 

about here, amalgamating 3 Councils together.  They think it’s about 30 

boundary adjustments so the communication, the engagement and the 

consultation, I am going to use the words - are shithouse.   

Delegate: Thank you Reg.   

Facilitator: As speaker number 20 comes forward can I please ask speaker number 22 to 

also come and take seat.   35 

**** Mr Pearson, ladies and gentlemen, thank you very much for this opportunity.  

I think I might take just a little bit of a change in direction from most of the 

other speakers.   

Delegate: Sorry, could you just give your name.   

R.  Turner: Sorry, Russell Turner on Orange City Council.   40 

Delegate: Thanks, Russ.   
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R.  Turner: I moved with my family from Sydney in 1973.  I happened to move to buy a 

property out towards Cargo but when I went back to Sydney from time to time 

I would proudly say “I’ve moved to Orange, I live in Orange”.  When we were 

socialising in Orange, for means of identification we would say we lived at 

Cargo but I was always part of the Orange community.  So much so that in 5 

1985, whilst I was a ratepayer of Cabonne, I was elected to Orange City 

Council.  So the argument that the amalgamated areas and the small towns 

and villages will have no representation is only if the people living in those 

small towns and villages don’t vote for someone to represent them – it’s pure 

and simple.  So whilst I lived in Cargo, I represented Orange City Council.  Mr 10 
Pearson, may I remind everyone that whilst there’s strong support for 

Cabonne and a lot of talk about they don’t want a forced amalgamation, 

Cabonne Council was borne out of a previous forced amalgamation back in 

1978 as has been mentioned earlier.  There was Boree Shire which I was part 

of, I paid rates to Boree Shire.  There was Canobolas Shire and Molong 15 

Shire.  And might I add prior to that, we had an amalgamation of Cumnock 

Shire and Molong Shire.  We had an amalgamation of Lyndhurst and Blayney 

Shires and then prior to that, back in 1912 I understand we had an 

amalgamation of Orange Council and East Orange Council.  So we have 

been going through amalgamations for a long, long, time for various reasons 20 

and I think it is now time that we had another round of amalgamations as 

proposed by the State government.   

With the previous boundary of Canobolas Shire, which surrounded Orange 

and I might add, everyone may be aware, that half of Canobolas came into 

Orange the other half in Molong and Boree became Cabonne Shire.  Prior to 25 

that amalgamation we all go out to Bunnings and Harvey Norman 

Homemaker Centre, we are all aware of Tony Leahay and all the other motor 

groups in Cameron Place, that industrial area.  The Orange cemetery.  Prior 

to that amalgamation, all that area was in the old Canobolas Shire, so you 

can imagine if we hadn’t had that amalgamation at that time, where Orange 30 
would have been at that point.  Our water catchment area was basically in old 

Canobolas Shire.  Our [indecipherable] park dam, the water catchment area, 

was in Canobolas Shire as well.  So we go through this process.  So now we 

have a Local Government area that was developed out of a previous 

amalgamation protesting about the next natural progression of efficiency in 35 

Local Government.  I can understand a lot of the feeling and I have been to 

protest meetings at a previous amalgamation proposal when it didn’t go 

ahead.  And you go out to Manildra and Molong and all those small towns and 

there’s a lot of people out there that are getting rather elderly.  They are 

rather set in their ways and they are fearful of change.  Partly because of the 40 

misinformation that they are given and partly because they are comfortable 

where they are.  They don’t want things to change and I can understand 

those concerns.  But once an amalgamation happens and if it does happen, 

Orange City Council and I believe it would probably become an Orange 

regional Council, they will have an enormous task to build up the confidence 45 

of those people.  That whilst they still live in Molong, still live in Cargo, still live 

in Canowindra and all the other little towns and villages, they will be proud to 

say “I live in my little village but I am proud to be part of the Orange 

community”.  Which a lot of them already are and it’s been spoken by other 
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speakers already about the facilities we have here and others come in, 

whether it’s shopping, medical, whatever it might be.  And we should be 

thanking a lot of those people that do come in and use our facilities because 

unless they come in to use our facilities here in Orange, we wouldn’t’ have the 

range of facilities that we enjoy.  So we are all part of the Orange community 5 

and we will have an enormous task, if the amalgamations go ahead, to show 

those people in those new areas that they are proud of being part of Orange 

but I live in the village where I have lived for many years.  Thank you.   

Delegate: Thank you very much.   

Facilitator: We have 2 more speakers to go, you might want to come forward.  If there 10 
are other people who wish to speak today, would you please come forward 

and gather over near the chairs.   

**** Good afternoon Mr Pearson and gentlemen, thank you and welcome to 

Orange.   

Delegate: Thank you very much.   15 

**** I am ****, I am a resident of Orange and I have been for the last 5 years.  You 

see I am a ring in.  I am one of the people, one of the many people who have 

come here from Sydney.  And more recently I was on Sydney’s Northern 

Beaches which is the reason for me saying that to you.  I was 40 years a 

member of the Liberal party, I am currently a National party member.  Sorry to 20 

bring politics into it but as president of 2 Liberal party branches, as a pre-

selector actually for Michael Baird, the Premier, one could say my political 

bias is with the Government.  As a pretty active member of the community 

here in Orange, which I have been for the last 5 years, I have heard 2 sides of 

this particular debate as I think, well certainly you have heard here this 25 

afternoon.  I am very concerned about the polarisation of our beautiful 

communities and in particular Orange and the areas around Molong because 

what is really concerning here – an amalgamation is a very big cricket bat that 

the Government is banging over the head of these communities and it really 

is not necessary and I don’t understand why it’s happening.  Coming from 30 

Sydney I can see why there are being amalgamations in Sydney but if you 

understood the communities here – I think it would be nice if the Premier 

came out and had a look.  So what we have to understand here and I think 

what a lot of people in Orange don’t realise is that this is a really major thing 

that’s happening.  It’s not just a little local issue and we are having a public 35 

meeting.  This is a really, really, important thing for the rest of the future of 

these communities.  And let’s see it as it is.  This is forced amalgamation.  

The community really does not have a say.  We have a wonderful time here, 

we are heard here and we thank you for that.  But in this we are not having a 

say.  The government has no mandate and in fact one could say it is against 40 

promises made by various members of the Government.  It was certainly 

never put to us prior to the last election and I really ask, why? This alone is of 

great concern to many of us in the electorate.  Some time ago there was a 

merger of Pittwater and Warringah Councils on the Northern beaches, is this 

a good case study for mergers?  45 
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Delegate: It was actually a de-merger.   

**** No, it was a merger first.   

Delegate: Well, initially yes.   

**** Initially the two areas were quite separate.  There was a merger of those two 

areas and what happened as you say, it was demerged.  It did not work.  So I 5 

don’t think that’s a really good example for us.  The merger did not last.  It 

didn’t work, it finally had to demerge.  Think of the cost of this merging and 

demerging.  Not happy ratepayers, I can tell you now, I was in the area at the 

time.  But one size does not fit all and that’s what we have to realise.  What is 

happening in the city might be great but the same situation is not here.  I think 10 

what Councillor Kidd said was very, very correct.  There can be some sort of 

– obviously it seems like there should be from what I have heard tonight – it 

seems like the community would like some adjustment of boundaries and that 

sounds like it might be a really good idea, but not a forced merger.   

In my corporate life in Sydney I had many dealings with KPMG.  A very good 15 

company.  They are engaged based on a brief.  A brief from the entity 

engaging them and that’s fair enough.  KPMG are regularly briefed and paid 

by the Government.  In this case, for this situation, $400,000.  So can we 

consider their information as being unbiased? I don’t know, I have my doubts.  

As well we are told, there has been modelling done by KPMG but no-one 20 

seems to be able to access this modelling, not even Local Government 

experts in our universities.  You wonder why.  We are very lucky over in 

Orange, because we have a local member, Andrew Gee, who supports our 

community and we are very grateful to Andrew for that.  And Andrew 

speaking today – again, I mean that really should give very much heavy 25 

weight to thinking and being concerned about those small communities who 

really only ask for the right for having a democracy.  Last paragraph, I 

promise.  Except my fingers are shaking so much I can’t - - -.   

Delegate: That’s fine Sharon, that’s fine.   

**** I put to you that forced amalgamation is not a road to take for strong 30 

government, be it local or State.  Governments should be made aware that 

many of us disappointed and in fact angry with our government.  Shocked 

that our democratic right is being ignored.  If government wants 

amalgamation for the right reasons, it can encourage and support voluntary 

amalgamation.  Thank you.   35 

Delegate: Thanks Sharon.  Thank you.   

Facilitator: And speaker number 22 and also just a reminder if other people wish to 

speak, please come forward to the waiting area.   

**** Thank you very much.   

Scott Munro: Thank you very much, Mr Pearson.  Scott Munroe, Orange City Councillor.  I 40 

think I live across the boundaries here.  I have got a farm out at Cumnock 
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which is in Cabonne which is where I live, I bring my child up and we also 

have property and business in Orange.  I stood for election in Orange City 

Council.  Primarily as a non-residential candidate for Orange.  The reason I 

did that – I struggled with it – I thought, would I go for Cabonne or would I go 

for Orange.  The reason I went for Orange City Council was the fact that I 5 

thought I could do more for the region of Cabonne in Orange City Council 

where the services, where the job growth in factories things like that and the 

commercial part of the whole region is.  That’s one of the big reasons why I 

stood for Orange City Council as opposed to Cabonne Council which I would 

have been quite happy to have done.  I love the rural life.  I love my rural 10 
community and I am here to support that rural community.  It’s been very, 

very difficult for me as an Orange City Councillor, the only one that lives in 

Cabonne.  And to try and massage that argument or the debate for what is, I 

see, a good idea in this concept of the amalgamation but being fundamentally 

opposed to have a forced amalgamation.  And I understand, I have been to 15 

Sydney, I have listened to Premier Mike Baird in a conference and it was a 

very strong message from the Government that we will more than likely have 

all these amalgamations.  At the AGM in Sydney there was 900 and 

somewhat delegates there, Council delegates there and he blatantly said, 

“Look, there’s going to be 300 of you missing next time we meet.” Also, it’s 20 

about doing a better job for the State of NSW and it is a process as Russell 

said.  It is a process, what we are going through here and whatever the 

Government decides we can have our debate.  In either way, what we think or 

what the community might think of what I say or what other speakers say, it 

will happen, not because of what we say.  Hopefully you take all of what we 25 

do say on board and it goes back to the Government and you can make your 

decision with some credibility and of course you will, but this process we have 

and I remember Andrew Gee talked about the Northern Councils that won’t 

be, for whatever reason amalgamating.  But, I am sure over the hundred and 

whatever years of Local Government, the amalgamations that have happened 30 
over time, they will be looked at in time as governments go forward.  So, I 

think the most important thing is we have to, as a Councillor and as a public 

come to these open discussions and air the views but also understand the 

underlying benefits of maybe why they are doing this and I’ll tell you one 

thing.  I come from Cumnock, I love Cumnock.  I play Rugby there, I have had 35 

a great life there with my children and rest of it.  My wife – I married her – she 

comes from Canowindra.  I have got a great big area there, I know a lot of 

people around the area.  A lot of people have come to me in my business and 

asked me why? How is it that you feel maybe we should amalgamate or not? 

And I am torn between that but I also think the economic benefits could 40 

outweigh that and I am testament to your representation in those towns 

because people like me that have a civic obligation, feel they have some civic 

obligation to the people, will stand up and I am sure there’s people here that 

would stand for the Local Government that live in those areas that would be 

heard and voted for in these areas in a bigger area of Orange.  So don't be 45 

afraid of lack of representation if it doesn’t go to a Ward system.  But also 

encourage those people around you that are good-minded business people or 

farmers that can contribute in Local Government to stand.  That’s where you 

will get your representation and encourage them to stay and keep going with 
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Local Government because it is a fantastic thing.  Sorry about that.  Thank 

you very much.   

Delegate: We just rang you.   

Scott Munro: Was that you?  

Delegate: Yeah, we were just ringing you.  Would you like to speak ma'am?  5 

**** I am ****.  I lived in Mosman for 63 years and Manly before that and now for 

the last 8 years I have lived in Molong.  This is much nicer.  I hated Sydney.  

Now, if we have an amalgamation of our Councils I feel that if we lose Molong 

Council, we lose the bank in Molong.  We will then lose the doctors in Molong.  

We will lose the dentist in Molong.  We will lose the SPAR which is the 10 
supermarket in Molong.  We will lose the hardware store in Molong.  We will 

then lose the solicitors in Molong and the accountants.  They have taken our 

hospital and turned it into an emergency place and they send us off to Orange 

anyway, or it’s a place to go and die.  We have got our own little places for 

people to go when they get old and feel they can’t live on their own.  Why do 15 

we need to go to a bigger Council when we have got what we need? We have 

got a beautiful swimming pool.  We have got a good museum.  We have got – 

I was up until last November, president of Molong Garden Club.  Molong 

Garden Club started at Orange.  We had to kick out a lot of them and tell 

them to go and form their own in Orange.  We couldn’t cope with them.  We 20 

are a better Council.  You can just wonder up there, you can park.  My son 

had to move from Molong to Orange.  His rates of 250 acres out of Molong is 

half the rates of half an acre in Orange and it’s a battle-axe block and it’s 

bloody awful.  So why do we need to bugger up systems that are working at 

the moment just so somebody else can say aren’t I clever, I’ve made them all 25 

amalgamate.  I think we shouldn’t do it.  Thank you.   

Delegate: Thanks ****.  Thank you.   

Facilitator: Okay, there are no other speakers registered.  Does anybody else wish to say 

anything.  If you do, please come forward now.   

Delegate: I will just make the point that I am aware of at least one other person who is 30 

going to speak but can’t get here until after 6 o’clock.  So, in fact I think he 

said 6.  15 due to work.  So we are required to be here until 7pm anyway, 

because that’s the advertised hours of the public inquiry.  I am not going to 

hold you captive.  If you need to get up and do other stuff.  But we will 

certainly be here until 7 o’clock.  There will be one other speaker probably at 35 

6.15.  If nobody else wants to speak, that’s fine.  I would just thank everybody 

who has spoken tonight.  I would also thank people who have listened as 

well, that’s equally important.  I am not formally closing the inquiry now, 

because as I have mentioned, it runs until 7 o’clock but I will just make a 

couple of points in addition to what I have just said.  One is to again remind 40 

people to make written submissions if you feel you would like to regarding this 

matter.  28th February is the closing date.  We will make transcripts of this 

public inquiry available on the website at the same time as my report is made 

to the Minister and at the same time as your public written submissions and 
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they will also be loaded up onto the website.  Look I’ve really appreciated the 

contribution in Orange today.  I think there’s been some very robust but 

healthy discussion.  There clearly are divergent views on this from people 

who want to l eave things alone to people who would like to see some 

boundary adjustments, to people who want to go for the full monty.  So 5 

there’s a reasonable range of views on this in this room today.  I am sure, it’s 

different everywhere I go to be honest.  You know there’s a bit of a different 

vibe in Blayney.  Tomorrow will be a different story again, I am sure.  But look 

ultimately it’s up to me to weigh up everything I hear.  To do it against those 

factors that I ran through and it’s got to be done on fact and evidence so you 10 
know there is a lot of emotion and great, you know it’s fine, the people are 

proud and committed to their local communities.  At the end of the day I do 

need to weigh it all up and provide a report to the Minister but that’s some 

time away.  We have one more session tomorrow in Molong and we will see 

how that goes.  But as I have said, we are open for business until 7pm 15 

tonight.  If people want to hang around, people decide they want to speak, 

there will be at least one other person I think.  Otherwise all I would say is for 

the people who do need to leave now, thank you very much for coming and 

sharing your views with me I have really appreciated it, thank you very much.   

[BREAK] 20 

Kevin Duffy: Thank you, Mr Chairman.  I am going to briefly cut mine right down and thank 

you very much for waiting and sorry for arriving late today I had to earn a quid 

because being a Councillor doesn’t pay enough.  So I am going to through – 

as requested in the charter – to speak about those type of things.  So I am 

going to cut out most of the finance stuff because most of it’s what the 25 

Minister has already said and I am just going to pick out a couple of points of 

what he has actually gone along the lines of and the first one is the greater 

capacity to manage infrastructure backlog.  Now in 2011 Cabonne had a 

backlog of $236 million.  Now in 2014 it came back down to $8 million.  Now 

this not having a go at Cabonne, this happened right across the State.  Now 30 

whether it’s because of Destination 2036 and the things became a bit tougher 

with Fit for the Future – the writing was on the wall – I don’t know.  That’s 

something that needs to be looked at by a transitional committee or someone 

that’s independent to verify those figures and it’s paramount that that 

happens. 35 

The other issue that I have dragged out is the access to TCorp funds.  This is 

absolutely fantastic for the whole region of a merged Council because that 

means that you can strategically plan for more than 10 years what the IPMR 

does, you can go to a 15 or a 20 year plan where you want to do some major 

infrastructure, such as a road across the Mudgee where you as a Council or a 40 

new merged Council can work with your local member or the State and 

Federal to receive funds to really achieve and I think that’s a very important 

one and the other advantage is the business and tourism.  The actual 

destination of tourism will be more identified but also you will have the greater 

capacity of funds which would probably accumulate to around about $2 45 

million to actually spend on tourism which it encouraged for the whole area to 

come here as well.  They are the only ones for that. 
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The community of interest.  I will briefly go over that as well.  Most of the 

proposed merged Councils or the Councils that are proposed to be merged 

have a community of interest with the major centre which is Orange.  Whether 

it be through business or education or special service, they do have a 

community of interest but you do have special areas that have a virtual token 5 

of community of interest with the community of Orange or the major 

significant interest with the community of Orange which is the Eastern area of 

Cabonne.  I have no doubt you have probably heard from someone with 

regards to that.  Their showground, their ANZAC Day, their whole social world 

is in Orange.  These residents have been denied their right to have a vote in 10 
their own community.  They have been denied their right to contribute to their 

own community of interest and they are also being denied the right to have a 

parity in rating structure which I have no doubt you would have heard before.  

There’s a significant difference in – especially in the farmland, which is totally 

different.  A map indicates what the actual boundary is like and you are fully 15 

aware of that.  The proposal will need some adjustments at a later date and 

that’s probably why I have suggested that an administrator be put in and a 

transitional committee and that will have the power to sort a few things out 

before it actually goes to the [indecipherable] because some other areas 

across the proposed merged Council and other proposed merged Councils do 20 

have a vested interest in others, like Stuart Town, Euchareena, community of 

interest is Orange and whereas Eugowra is most likely with Forbes and the 

possibility of others being somewhere else such as Yeoval or Canowindra or 

Eugowra which I may have already mentioned.  What is a disappointing thing 

about the whole process is this has really been going on for a decade.  It 25 

started under a modernisation of Local Government it then progressed to 

Destination 2036 and now it’s down to the business end of the town which is 

Fit for the Future.   

I just want to now move on to the other issue.  The whole process at the start 

was supported by the Local Government Shire Association and was 30 
supported by the Local Government Association which was the city end of 

town.  The rhetoric is – it’s top [indecipherable] actually or – the rhetoric that 

shows that they support it but when it came to the crunch, like they did in 

1977, the media of the day says, ‘hey, we are going to fight against it’, which 

is exactly what they are doing now, as I said before.  The existing historical 35 

and traditional values, the major concern that it proposes a loss of identity, 

iconic sites such as Mount Canobolas and Lake Canobolas, they all have an 

identity with the major centre.  Some residents believe that the bigger centres 

will overtake the smaller ones, well that’s not true and vice versa there is a 

concern from the bigger centres saying they are going to have to cough up for 40 

the smaller centres. 

Integrated planning and reporting helps by a long gaze and goes a long way 

to actually solve those issues where the actual various communities do get a 

say.  Their concerns are quashed when you actually look at the Tamworth 

model which is very successful.   45 

The attitude of the residents.  The attitude of the residents is no different to 

what happened in 1997.  Cabonne was formed as a part of a forced merged 
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Council, being the Councils of the Shire of Boree and Molong and Conobolas.  

The success of Cabonne early, as an indication that mergers do work as in 

the case of the Bathurst Regional Council and the 2004 model of the 

Tamworth Regional Council. 

Newspapers of the day.  1977: “Boree rejects merger plans”, “Boree Council 5 

in turmoil over amalgamation”.  They were the things and one of the other 

things which I had a bit of a chuckle to myself about – one of the things was 

that the previous long-standing Mayor of Cabonne – I am not going to say his 

name – he was a member of the committee for the Molong committee to fight 

against amalgamation and he is also fighting against it now I believe so that’s 10 
a little bit ironic that it was.  But it’s also relevant to the fact that a survey 

across the whole Cabonne Shire – one-third of the actual respondents got 

back to the Council and 93% of them said they didn’t want amalgamation, 

which is not unsurprising but what about the other two-thirds, so one could 

assume that they don’t give a dam, so that’s just a brief comment. 15 

The requirements of the area in relation to elected representation.  

Democracy is not the issue.  The procedures of the Local Government Act 

are also part of our democratic process as it was in 1977 and 2004 under first 

of all Neville Wran in 1977 and also under Bob Carr in 2004 under the local 

Labor government which was previously different to what these are.  What 20 

makes it not – the representation will still be there and on an equal balance is 

– you look at what happened in Tamworth, you have got 5 Councillors there 

and 3 have been elected from Tamworth Council and 3 have been elected 

from Parry and they have been represented on that Council for a number of 

years. 25 

I will go straight to the impact.  I don’t believe – one of the impacts will be – I 

think integrated planning reporting with its strategic planning, it’s community 

engagement, it’s 10-year plan, other plans, its workforce term and long term 

finance plan and asset management plan and it’s 4-year delivery plan covers 

the whole area of whatever merged Council it is and I think that’s very, very, 30 

important.  It’s a part of the Council’s charter no matter which Council is 

involved. 

Impact of the proposal on employment of staff.  The two relevant sectors of 

the Act.  They are very specific in what – 3 years without any redundancies 

but also for the smaller towns under 5,000 people, long term.  In the case of 35 

the 3 Councils, it works it was done under Boree, Conobolas and Molong 

before.   

I will go straight to the summary.  I believe there’s going to be increase in 

service delivery through improved resource management.  Labour opportunity 

for capital investment for regional infrastructure.  Improved regional decision-40 

making.  Increased capacity to undertake large scale projects.  Increased 

capacity to engage in political advocacy – Federal and State and better 

management of assets and finance.   

The merger of the 3 Councils would see a streamlining of the planning 

processes.  The combinations of the local environmental plans.  The 45 
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combination of the development control plans.  The combination of the 

contribution plans.  They are all very important to be all under one and they 

will have a combined impact.  The result would be as I said, consistency for 

development within the region and the other thing there – I just want to say 

quickly, the independent review said that they recommend the merger go 5 

ahead simply because of the overspill and all those type of issues around the 

edge of Orange.  So you couldn’t imagine Orange still being involved with – 

inside Phillip Street, inside Ploughman’s Lane and inside Lone Pine Avenue 

and inside [indecipherable] Circuit out there.  It would be very squashed.  So 

please let us have room to grow and we need to do that. 10 

I just want to congratulate the Premier.  I want to congratulate the Minister for 

having the guts and hope he has the same guts as what Neville Wran has 

and Bob Carr had in those 2 opportunities and thank them very much for the 

opportunity to go down this pathway.  I don’t particularly care if he sacks at 

all, I think we probably deserve to sack because long term, there’s a lot of 15 

self-interest involved in Councillors and Council senior staff so I think I would 

be quite happy if he came out and said, listen on the 1st June you are all 

sacked, goodbye.  [indecipherable] Well done, thank you. 

Delegate: Thank you very much Kevin, thank you.  So once again any other speakers? I 

don’t think so.  So we will continue to be here until 7 o’clock so another 34 20 

minutes and feel free to stay, free to go. 

**** I could go and get a couple of blokes out of the bar. 

Delegate: I would prefer it if you didn’t.  Anyway, thanks again and thanks for that 

contribution Councillor Duffy, we will just go into abeyance again and you 

never know who might walk through the door, thank you. 25 

END TRANSCRIPT 


